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ore than three decades after the Supreme
Court’s decision in Alexander v. GardnerDenver1 erected a solid barrier between labor
arbitration and the litigation of individual statutory
discrimination claims by unionized workers, the justices will consider a case that effectively asks them to
tear down that wall. The pending case, 14 Penn Plaza
LLC v. Pyett,2 has important implications in the field of
labor and employment law, and for those who practice
in the area.

1.The Pyett Case
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In Summer 2003, three night security employees in a
large New York City office building found themselves
in new positions after the owner, the Pennsylvania
Building Company, retained a new security subcontractor for some of the duties previously handled by the
incumbent contractor. The new company, a non-union
entity, was affiliated with the incumbent contractor, a
unionized business. As part of the new arrangement,
the employer reassigned the employees to different
non-security positions as night porters and light duty
cleaners. The workers, all over 50 years old and with
decades of seniority, found that their new jobs were
more physically demanding and less financially rewarding. They were not pleased, and looked to the union
to address their grievances.
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The three employees affected by the change
alternatively, to compel arbitration. In moving to
were subject to a multi-employer collective barcompel, the company contended that the CBA’s
gaining agreement (CBA) negotiated by Local
arbitration provision provided the exclusive
32BJ of the Service Employees International
means to redress the individual discrimination
Union (SEIU) with the real estate industry in
claims presented by the workers, and that the
New York City. The union is the longtime repemployer had provided substantial monetary
resentative of building service workers - custobenefits for the unionized workforce in the nedians, doormen, watchmen, and others - along
gotiations leading to the provision. The relevant
the east coast.
portion of the CBA states:
Following the employee protest, a grievance
was filed under the CBA. The grievance alleged
There shall be no discrimination
that the CBA was violated by an improper
against any present or future employee
transfer and reassignment arising from the
by reason of race, creed, color, age,
new subcontract, and,
disability, national
subsequently, by the
origin, sex, union
The employees rejected the
company’s denial of a
membership, or
offer and moved forward with
handyman assignment,
any characteristic
administrative
fi
lings
and
resulting in a loss of
protected by law,
pay and overtime. The
including, but not
litigation in September 2004,
grievance alleged as
limited to, claims
alleging age discrimination
well that the workers
made pursuant to
under
federal,
state,
and
city
law.
were the victims of age
Title VI I of the
discrimination.
Civil Rights Act,
Eventually, the labor arbitrator
Soon after the CBA
the Americans with
rejected the CBA issues.
arbitration began in
Disabilities Act, the
February 2004, and beAge Discriminafore it ended a year later, the union had second
tion in Employment Act, the New
thoughts about the scope of its case. According
York State Human Rights Law, the
to the plaintiffs, the union advised them that their
New York City Human Rights Code,
transfer and discrimination claims would not be
New Jersey Law Against Discriminaadvanced by the union in the CBA arbitration
tion, New Jersey Conscientious Embecause the union had approved the new arployee Protection Act, Connecticut
rangement. Instead, only the handyman assignFair Employer practices Act, or any
ment and overtime issues would be pursued by
other similar laws, rules or regulations.
the union. The workers were informed that their
All such claims shall be subject to the
other claims could be presented individually begrievance and arbitration procedure
fore the CBA arbitrator, by their private counsel,
(Articles V and VI) as the sole and
and they (the workers) would pay arbitration
exclusive remedy for violations. Arbifees separate from those incurred by the union
trators shall apply appropriate law in
and management. The employees rejected the
rendering decisions based upon claims
offer and moved forward with administrative
of discrimination.
filings and litigation in September 2004, alleging
age discrimination under federal, state, and city
The District Court, in June 2006, rejected
law. Eventually, the labor arbitrator rejected the
the company’s motion to dismiss, finding that
CBA issues pressed by the union regarding the
the plaintiffs had alleged sufficient facts to state
handyman assignment and overtime.
a claim on the merits. The court also denied
Facing litigation after its success in arbitration,
the motion to compel arbitration, citing authorthe company moved to dismiss the litigation or,
ity in the Second Circuit that adhered to the
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Supreme Court’s 1974 decision in Alexander v.
ion expressed concern about potential conflicts
3
Gardner-Denver Co. Under that line of cases, a
between unions and members, and about the
CBA arbitration cannot bar a separate lawsuit,
importance of the availability of statutory reby an individual, based on a statutory prohibicourse that is independent of labor-management
tion against discrimination. The Second Circuit
arbitrations. The Court viewed labor arbitration
affirmed, also relying on
as an inadequate proSupreme Court and circedural forum for the
In one phrase that captures
cuit precedent. Among
vindication of discrimithe essence of the Court’s
other salient points, the
nation claims. In one
view,
it
stated
that
labor
appellate court noted
phrase that captures the
arbitration deals primarily
the potential conflict of
essence of the Court’s
interests between the
view, it stated that labor
with “the law of the shop, not
individual workers and
arbitration deals prithe law of the land.”
the union, if the latter
marily with “the law of
was allied with managethe shop, not the law of
ment in approving the subcontracting arrangethe land.”6 Soon after the Gardner-Denver came
ment with the new contractor.4
down, its controlling principle was extended
Following its loss in the Second Circuit,
by the Court to statutory lawsuits involving the
the defendant filed a petition for certiorari
Fair Labor Standards Act and civil rights claims
with the Supreme Court, which was granted
under 42 U.S.C. Section 1983.7
in February 2008. The case will be argued in
In 1991, the Supreme Court issued a decision,
fall, 2008, with the decision likely to be handed
Gilmer v. Johnson/Interstate Lane Corp.,8 which cast
a shadow over the viability of Gardner-Denver
down in 2009.
as precedent. The Gilmer case was initiated by
2. Supreme Court Precedent
a stock broker who alleged that his termination
was based on age discrimination. To work in the
Three Supreme Court decisions are at the center
securities industry, the plaintiff signed a standardof the Pyett case. The first, chronologically, is
ized stock exchange registration form providing
Gardner-Denver, which concerned a discharge
that all disputes would be subject to arbitration.
for poor performance. That case originated in
He did not have a separate employment agreea union’s challenge to an employee’s discharge
ment with the defendant. The court concluded
under a labor-management CBA. Although a
that arbitration could be compelled.
race discrimination claim had been mentioned
In arriving at this result, the Gilmer Court
during the proceeding, it was not the focus of
drew upon decisions it issued in the 1980’s which
the case, nor was it discussed in the arbitrator’s
required arbitration of statutory claims under
award. While the arbitration was pending, the
adhesion contracts and arbitration of traditional
employee sought relief in court under federal
commercial disputes, thereby expanding the
anti-discrimination law. The arbitrator found that
preemptive reach of the Federal Arbitration
the employee was fired for just cause. Armed with
Act (FAA).9 Finding no bar in the age discrimination laws to arbitration of statutory claims,
the arbitrator’s ruling, the employer urged that
the court reasoned that the FAA’s mandate was
the lawsuit was barred by an election of the arbiparamount. However, in responding to several
tral remedy, and that it should be dismissed.
criticisms about arbitration, the Gilmer emphaThe Supreme Court rejected the employer’s
sized that “by agreeing to arbitrate a statutory
claim, as well as alternative theories of estopclaim, a party does not forgo the substantive
pel and waiver, concluding that lawsuits based
rights afforded by the statute; it only submits
on federal discrimination statutes could not be
to their resolution in an arbitral, rather than a
waived in arbitration proceedings that involve
judicial forum.”10
different parties and interests.5 The Court’s opin-
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But what about the continued viability of
3. Positions Before the Court
Gardner-Denver? To answer this question, the
In Pyett, the defendant employer maintains
Gilmer Court distinguished the earlier case in
that Gilmer and Universal Maritime should be
the final portion of the decision. Essentially, the
extended to approve the unequivocal waiver it
court observed that Gardner-Denver involved a
contends was negotiated by SEIU and the multilabor arbitration dispute under a CBA, not a
employer real estate industry board. If the court
non-union arbitration arising under the FAA.11
The Gilmer court’s distinguishing of Gardneradopts this reasoning, the company urges that,
Denver did not provide a clear resolution of the
under the FAA, arbitration should be enforced
emerging tension in the arbitration field, between
and judicial relief in a civil lawsuit should be
the separate domains of
barred. If the defenThe
employer
asserts
that
if
labor and employment
dant’s view prevails,
arbitration under the
the court will, in effect,
Gardner-Denver continues to
FAA. The tension was
overrule that portion of
be read as a complete ban on
visited in 1998 in Wright
Gardner-Denver precludwaivers,
unions
increasingly
v. Universal Maritime Serv.
ing a union waiver of inwill be on the margins when
Corp.,12 the third impordividual recourse to the
tant case in the backcourts for enforcement
it comes to statutory claims,
ground of Pyett.
of statutory rights.15
with
individuals
bypassing
the
According to the emIn Universal Maritime,
exclusive representative in
ployer, such a decision
the court was asked to
will resolve the tension
compel, in a CBA labor
judicial proceedings
between the Gardnerarbitration, a statutory
Denver and Gilmer decidisability discriminasions, in a manner consistent with the trend of
tion claim brought by a longshoreman who
Supreme Court doctrine favoring arbitration
was barred from returning to work, after he
under the FAA. Additionally, the employer arsettled a workplace injury compensation case.
gues, there will be a positive effect for individual
The relevant labor agreement had a provision
workers, who otherwise might have difficulty
which, in general terms, banned discriminafinding counsel to pursue civil rights claims,
tion. In deciding the case, the court acknowlby enhancing a union’s opportunity to handle
edged the tension between Gardner-Denver and
statutory claims on their behalf. In contrast, the
Gilmer, but concluded it need not reach the
employer asserts that if Gardner-Denver conquestion of whether a union could essentially
tinues to be read as a complete ban on waivers,
negotiate a waiver of an individual’s right to
unions increasingly will be on the margins when
go to court.
it comes to statutory claims, with individuals
The court’s restraint in Universal Maritime
bypassing the exclusive representative in judicial
was premised on two considerations. One was
proceedings or being subject to individual arbithat the case involved claims external to the
tration agreements adopted by employers.
CBA. Given the external nature of the claims,
The defendant has also emphasized that the
the court rejected a “presumption of arbitrabilunion’s authority is not absolute under a negotiity” that otherwise attaches to labor arbitration
ated provision covering statutory claims. As in
cases, following the court’s seminal decisions
Pyett, if the union declines to handle the case, the
in 1960 in the Steelworkers Trilogy.13 A second
consideration for the court was that, assuming a
employer argues that the arbitration option can
union-negotiated waiver of individual access to
be extended to the affected individual, who can
the courts is permitted, the waiver must be clear
hire a private attorney to take the case forward to
and unmistakable, whereas the language of the
arbitration. In addition, the defendant contends
14
CBA in Universal Maritime was not.
that, if the union blocks such recourse, individu-
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als can seek relief against the union through a
the individual workers, a right to pursue statuduty of fair representation lawsuit that challenges
tory age discrimination claims in arbitration,
either the union’s unwillingness to press the case,
since it is the union alone that controls access
or its refusal to consent to private arbitration.
to the arbitration machinery. In plaintiffs’ view,
Responding to the defendant’s call for a
there was no waiver of their individual right
change in judicial doctrine, plaintiffs argue that
to seek judicial relief that was either negotipreserving Gardner-Denver will protect individual
ated by the union, or agreed to by the affected
civil rights from being subordinated to union
workers. Plaintiffs reinforce their argument by
objectives, either in nereference to the special
An
initial
issue
is
whether
gotiations or in the enrule for individual waiva waiver of an individual’s
forcement of collective
ers under federal age
bargaining agreements.
discrimination law, and
right to seek relief in court
Plaintiffs contend that,
to the right to jury trial
is
a
mandatory
subject
through continued adprotected by statute.16
of
bargaining,
merely
It remains to be seen
herence to established
which argument will
labor and employpermissive, or a prohibited
prevail. Predictions
ment law distinctions
subject of bargaining.
aside however, there
confirmed in Supreme
are several intriguing
Court precedent, the
issues that could potentially emerge from Pyett
individual and minority statutory rights of the
regarding the labor relations doctrine as we
plaintiffs will not be dependent on majority
know it. The Court will need to decide how to
interests. The plaintiffs urge that this concern is
analyze the Pyett dispute, may alter the manner
particularly apt in Pyett, where the union agreed
in which labor agreements are negotiated and
to the subcontracting arrangement that led to
disputes are resolved.
reassignment of the plaintiffs, and, thereafter,
withdrew the transfer and age discrimination
4. Issues Posed in Pyett
claims from the arbitration process.
Consistent with this argument, plaintiffs
The first fundamental question is whether Pyett
maintain that individuals should not be forced
be analyzed as a dispute arising under the FAA
to participate in arbitrations where the forum
or under Section 301 of the Labor-Management
and the arbitrator are selected and controlled
Relations Act?17 Section 301 has been applied to
by the union and the employer. While plaintiffs
enforce arbitration under collective bargaining
acknowledge that unions can waive collective,
agreements, dating back a half-century, when it
economic, interests of employees, they urge
was generally thought that the FAA excluded
that waivers of individual civil rights claims are
employment agreements from coverage.18 This
beyond the union’s authority as a bargaining
distinction about the special nature of a CBA
agent. Nor, according to the plaintiffs, should
was reinforced in Garnder-Denver, and left inthey be obliged to shoulder the not-so-easy
tact in Gilmer, but was cast into doubt by the
burden of proving a breach of the duty of fair
court’s decision several years ago in Circuit City
representation, as a precondition to pursuing
v. Adams favoring an expansive application of
a claim against the employer. The plaintiffs in
the FAA.19
Pyett, in fact, filed a complaint in 2004 alleging
Why does the jurisdictional basis matter?
that their union breached its representation duty,
Simply stated, Section 301 has spawned nearly
but dropped the case as they moved forward
60 years of jurisprudence affecting laborwith their separate discrimination lawsuit against
management relations and the U.S. model of
the company.
industrial self-government, including a national
In the final analysis, the plaintiffs maintain
body of law which has guided the interpretathat the CBA in Pyett only gave the union, not
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tion of bargaining agreements in federal and
following bargaining impasse? At present, an
in state courts. When it comes to employment
arbitration clause that binds a union cannot
claims in the unionized context, the FAA not
be imposed after impasse, in keeping with
only lacks this doctrinal history as an indepenan employer’s inability to impose a no-strike
dent basis for federal court jurisdiction, but the
provision, but different considerations may
FAA is deferential to state law determinations
apply to the waiver of an individual’s right to
of contract invalidity.20
go to court.24
Another question concerns the impact Pyett
Another potential ramification for the field
may have on the well-established machinery for
of labor law, although not specifically related
negotiating labor agreeto arbitration, concerns
The difference between the
ments and for dispute
longstanding limits on
two
situations,
one
involving
resolution. An initial isunion waivers of indisue is whether a waiver
vidual statutory rights
collective representational
of an individual’s right
under the NLRA. In
interests and the other
to seek relief in court is
the landmark case of
involving
personal
claims,
a mandatory subject of
NLRB v. Magnavox Co. of
bargaining, merely perTennessee,25 the court resuggests that the court’s
jected a union’s waiver,
missive, or a prohibited
decision in Pyett could
in a CBA, of the right to
subject of bargaining. In
open
the
door
to
a
union’s
use an in-plant bulletin
one case, Air Line Pilots
negotiation of other individual,
board for the distribuAss’n, Int’l v. Northwest
tion of union-related
Airlines Inc.,21 the appelnon-union rights beyond the
messages. The court
late court reasoned that,
pending
case.
found that individual
under the “no waiver”
communication rights,
holding of Gardner-Denfor or against the union, were basic rights under
ver, a union lacked authority to negotiate in this
the NLRA that could not be bargained away.
area. Although the appellate court referred to
In a later decision, Metropolitan Edison Co. v.
Gardner-Denver as a “firewall” protecting indiNLRB,26 the court refined its waiver analysis by
vidual statutory rights, it declined to determine
concluding that punishment of individual union
whether a waiver could be a permissive subject
officials, in a strike situation, could not exceed
of bargaining.22
The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
that of other culpable workers, at least in the
has expressed an opposing view on the negotiaabsence of a clear and unmistakable waiver
tions of labor agreements, concluding that parby the union. The employer in Pyett relies on
ties must bargain over arbitration procedures
Metropolitan Edison as support for its contention
for individual employee statutory claims. In
that the union waived an individual right to
Utility Vault Co.,23 the Board concluded that
pursue statutory discrimination claims in court.
the employer engaged in unlawful unilateral
The difference between the two situations, one
action, and bypassed the union as the bargaininvolving collective representational interests
ing agent, by imposing a mandatory arbitration
and the other involving personal claims, suggests
plan for individuals.
that the court’s decision in Pyett could open the
If, in the end, the topic of arbitration for indoor to a union’s negotiation of other individual,
dividual employee statutory claims is deemed
non-union rights beyond the pending case.
to be a mandatory subject, an issue not directly
Assuming these legal hurdles are resolved,
raised in Pyett, would this mean that an emwill unions feel heightened pressure to negotiployer proposal regarding such arbitrations
ate waivers, possibly in response to monetary
could be imposed under federal labor law,
inducements, as the company maintains took
as an aspect of an employer’s last best offer
place in Pyett? Will unions find themselves in
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conflict with individual claimants, prompting
unions to refrain from handling statutory discrimination claims? In the Second Circuit’s
view in Pyett, a conflict may have been present
for the union because it approved an arrangement bringing in the new security contractor.
According to the plaintiffs, this was the reason
given by the union for declining to arbitrate
the transfer and age discrimination claims once
arbitration was underway.
Related to these potential issues, if waivers
are negotiated, or if the language of an existing
non-discrimination CBA clause is broadly interpreted as a waiver, will unions turn increasingly
to attorneys as their representatives to offset
apprehension about duty of fair representation claims?27 If so, would this trend result in
pre-hearing discovery and other formalized
trappings of litigation which are now largely
absent in labor arbitrations, thereby requiring a
transformation of the current CBA arbitration
system? In urging reliance on the duty of fair representation, as a check on union case-handling,
the employer in Pyett observes that an aggrieved
worker can gain the full range of relief that is
available in litigation. Ultimately, the prospect
of shared union liability actually may be a disincentive to the negotiated outcome sought by
the employer, and could prompt some unions to
insist on no-waiver caveats in the CBA.
Beyond these considerations, if waivers are
negotiated but a union declines to take a case
forward, are individuals obliged to follow the
CBA’s arbitration procedure, or should they be
free to litigate? If the former, individuals might
confront the financial burdens of pursuing the
case in arbitration, a prospect faced by the
workers in Pyett who were advised they could
arbitrate at their own expense. Alternatively,
if employees are free to seek relief in a judicial
forum, will an employer have traded something
of value in labor negotiations, but received an
empty promise in return?
Perhaps the worst case scenario for an individual claimant is to have neither union representation, nor an opportunity to litigate or arbitrate, at
least not without a time-consuming, expensive,
and difficult lawsuit against the union for breach

of the duty of fair representation. In this scenario,
if the union’s action is not deemed to have been
arbitrary, discriminatory, or in bad faith - a demanding test under federal law - there is a risk
not only of individual claims being set aside for
valid union reasons, but, from an overall societal
perspective, of the salutary benefits of civil rights
legislation being undermined.
Apart from the concerns noted, ultimately
there is a question regarding judicial review.
Under Section 301, the scope of judicial review
is greatly restricted based on the decision in
Enterprise Wheel Corp.,28 the last chapter in the
Steelworkers Trilogy.29 In the court’s historic
view, the arbitrator’s award should be confirmed
as long it draws its “essence” from the bargaining
agreement. Under the FAA, judicial review also
is restricted, as the Supreme Court affirmed in a
decision in the past term.30
The potential problem that emerges, however,
concerns judicial review of statutory claims
after an arbitration decision is rendered. This
follows from the Supreme Court’s rationale, as
expressed in Gilmer, that compelling arbitration of individual claims represents a change
in the forum hearing the case, not a change in
the substantive law governing the claim. Doubt
about the effectiveness of this conceptual underpinning arises in the collective bargaining
context. In reviewing CBA arbitrations, a court
must balance a labor-management interest in
arbitration finality, relatively free from appellate
scrutiny, with a competing interest in ensuring
that individual civil rights are not sacrificed by
excessive deference to majority interests. An
arbitrator’s ruling on such competing claims not
only puts strains on union representation, but
begs the question of the proper role of appellate
review when statutory claims are bundled into
CBA adjudications.
While a grant of certiorari often signals that a
change in judicial doctrine is on the way, this is
not always the case. In Pyett, the Supreme Court
has the option of leaving well enough alone. As
applied, Gardner-Denver has worked remarkably
well for more than 30 years.
Under the present law, unions can press
discrimination claims, choosing carefully those
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discrimination grievances it wishes to advance,
in order to insure consistency with broader
collective interests. Employers, in turn, can
cite Gardner-Denver’s green light to rely on the
record of the hearing, and a persuasive labor
arbitration award, to argue in court that an
arbitrator’s findings and decision should be
given great weight, and that a plaintiff’s case
is not deserving of recovery.31 This is not the
same as having a single forum for all claims,
whether they are an individual’s or those of
the union, but providing for admissibility and
weight to the arbitrator’s decision in a second
arena affords a measure of practical protection for an employer that feels set upon by an
unjust claim.
Another level of protection also exists for
employers under the preemption doctrine that
has emerged as an aspect of federalized labor
relations under Section 301. In this respect, the

Supreme Court has reasoned that, when the
interpretation of a CBA provision is required to
resolve an individual’s statutory claim, separate
litigation in a judicial forum will be set aside, or
at least held in abeyance, while the grievance
procedure is exhausted.32
Consideration of these well-developed areas
of labor law could be timely. In the most recent
term of the Supreme Court, the viability of alternative or multiple remedies was reaffirmed, with
the court observing, in a quote from GardnerDenver, that, as to employment discrimination
law, “‘legislative enactments in this area have
long evinced a general intent to accord parallel
or overlapping remedies.’”33
In the next year, we will see whether a court
majority often viewed as “conservative” will stay
the long-established course, or whether it will opt
for a major change in the law, with years if not
decades of questions left to answer. ■
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